RNA interference (RNAi) has emerged as one of the most powerful tools for functionally characterizing large sets of genomic data. Capabilities of RNAi place it at the forefront of high-throughput screens, which are able to span the human genome in search of novel targets. Although RNAi screens have been used to elucidate pathway components and discover potential drug targets in lower organisms, including Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila, only recently has the technology been advanced to a state in which large-scale screens can be performed in mammalian cells. In this review, we will evaluate the major advancements in the field of mammalian RNAi, specifically in terms of high-throughput assays. Crucial points of experimental design will be highlighted, as well as suggestions as to how to interpret and follow-up on potential cell death targets. Finally, we assess the prospective applications of high-throughput screens, the data they are capable of generating, and the potential for this technique to further our understanding of human disease.
The sequencing of the human genome ushered a new era into the field of modern biology; it is now possible to elucidate molecular pathways relevant to development and disease with a breadth never before seen. The revelation of the genome has proved to be an invaluable tool for scientists, giving them the ability to functionalize genetic events and to study their relevance on a biochemical level. Large-scale RNA interference (RNAi) screens have the capability of producing genome-wide loss-of-function phenotypes that can place previously uncharacterized mutations into the context of a specific pathway within the cell, and ultimately within the context of human disease. As the majority of diseases arise from not one, but a multitude of mutations, the ability to monitor the global effects of such abnormalities provides an invaluable resource to modern biologists.
Aberrancies associated with the balance between cell death and cell survival account for a large number of known malignancies. Indeed, the ability to evade apoptosis has been labeled one of the hallmarks of cancer, 1 and defects in the apoptotic machinery have also been linked to a multitude of illnesses, including neurodegenerative and autoimmune disorders as well as AIDS and other viral infections. 2 Recent findings have also implicated 'non-apoptotic cell death,' most commonly agreed upon as autophagic or necrotic cell death, as critical in tumorigenesis, 3, 4 atherosclerosis, 5, 6 diabetes, 7, 8 Alzheimer's, [9] [10] [11] and Parkinson's diseases. 12 It is evident that maintaining the balance between cell survival, cell death, and autophagy represents a crucial regulatory point in human health and that when this balance is tipped, a variety of maladies can arise in many different disease contexts. Although the specific events encompassing cell death have been uncovered over the past two decades, much still remains unknown with regards to the specific molecular mechanisms determining cell death outcomes, as well as global effects associated with their differential regulation. RNAi has the potential to address these issues in a thorough and efficient manner, and, when applied skillfully, can generate comprehensive data sets that would have never been possible without a high-throughput approach. The technical challenges associated with RNAi itself have largely been addressed in the past few years, allowing this method to be exploited by almost every scientific subset of researchers, so long as they understand the limitations and capabilities associated with each specific approach. As the potential for genome-wide discoveries allows our knowledge to grow exponentially, tremendous effort is now made in utilizing RNAi screens to address prominent, unanswered questions in the field of cell death. Many of the necessary experimental considerations regarding RNAi screening, suggestions for the interpretation and validation of data sets, as well as the scope of the potential knowledge to be gained from such screens are discussed in more detail below.
The Advent of RNAi and Optimization in Model Organisms
RNAi initially took the stage as a potential tool for modulating gene expression in metazoans when Andrew Fire and Craig Mello showed that double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) conferred specific gene silencing in Caenorhabditis elegans. 13 The striking phenotype resulting from RNAi was first seen when these organisms were fed long strands of dsRNA, which unexpectedly showed a two-fold higher potency than either sense or antisense single-stranded molecules alone. 13 Although techniques for eliminating gene expression in yeast, worms, and invertebrates had been well established for a few years, researchers had few options as to how to easily knock down and target specific genes within mammalian genomes. Knockout mice, although extremely effective in creating whole-organism phenotypes as well as gene-deficient embryonic fibroblasts, took months to years to engineer and breed. Even in its earliest stages, RNAi proved to be more robust than the then current antisense technologies. RNAimediated knocked down decreased protein levels more often, more potently, and at concentrations several orders of magnitude lower than antisense.
14, 15 The incredible significance of this discovery has not gone overlooked within the scientific community, as both Fire and Mello were awarded the 2006 Nobel Prize in Medicine for their revolutionary finding, less than a decade after the original research was published.
One of the most striking characteristics of dsRNA-mediated gene knockdown is its incredible potency. RNAi is surprisingly robust, as injection of dsRNA into the tail of the animal provided gene silencing throughout the entire organism, with knockdown persisting through the F1 progeny. It was later discovered that knockdown in C. elegans could be induced by a wide variety of mechanisms, including bathing the animals in a solution containing dsRNA or feeding them the RNA directly. 16 The ease of delivering dsRNA to C. elegans proved similar to that of transfecting Drosophila embryos 17 and invertebrate cultured cell lines, 18 allowing both model organisms to be exploited for experimental analysis by multiple groups and subsequent genome-wide RNAi screens.
The success of RNAi-based screens in lower organisms directly correlates to the relative ease of designing appropriate experiments. In addition to the convenience of being able to effectively diffuse dsRNA into the cells of interest, both model organisms (C. elegans and Drosophila) are able to use large strands of dsRNA (up to 2 kb) to mediate gene knockdown. Although originally thought to be the agent responsible for RNAi, these long strands were soon found to be cut into small active species-known as short interfering RNAs (siRNAs)-by an RNase III class riboendonuclease called Dicer. 19 The 21-to 23-nucleotide products of this cleavage were similar to those seen in plants undergoing post-transcriptional gene silencing, 20 suggesting a conserved mechanism of genespecific knockdown mediated by dsRNA. Indeed, RNAi has been shown to work in a wide variety of species, including Trypanosomes, 21 nematodes, 13 mouse oocytes, 22 and various mammalian cell lines. 15 Perhaps one of the most interesting twists to the advancement of RNAi has been the discovery of an endogenous class of siRNA-like molecules termed microRNAs (miRNAs). A handful of 'small temporal RNAs' had been fairly well characterized in the regulation of developmental processes in C. elegans, 23, 24 when it was realized that a large class of these 21-25 base-pair (bp) noncoding RNA molecules exist. 25 Renamed miRNAs, orthologs of these molecules have been found in numerous species, suggesting an important role within evolution. Indeed, miRNAs have been implicated in the regulation of gene expression, as a recent study suggests the presence of at least 340 sequences constituting unique, mature transcripts in the human genome. 26 Each of these sequences is postulated to repress the expression of up to 200 mRNA transcripts, suggesting an enormous regulatory network of endogenous RNAi.
As miRNAs are endogenous and found throughout the genome, their transcription and processing differ from that of siRNA or short hairpin RNA (shRNA) sequences; shRNA molecules are produced ectopically and siRNAs are delivered exogenously to the cell. miRNAs are transcribed by the class II RNA polymerases into an approximately 100 bp structure termed primary miRNA (pri-miRNA), which has significant secondary structure. This secondary structure is recognized by the Drosha-DGCR8 complex, which cleaves the miRNA into its second immature form, a 70 nucleotide hairpin containing a 2 bp overhang on its 3 0 end. This 'pre-miRNA' is then exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, where it is processed by Dicer into its fully active form.
The processing of siRNA duplexes, shRNA, and miRNA converge into a conserved RNAi-modulating pathway at the point of cleavage by Dicer, as siRNA and miRNA moieties utilize the same cellular machinery to target mRNA transcripts. After processing by Dicer, mature siRNAs and miRNAs associate with proteins to create an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). The proteins present in RISC vary between species, but a core of proteins including Dicer and the Argonaute protein family seems to be consistently found within the silencing complex.
Although both siRNAs and miRNAs utilize RISC to induce RNAi, the mechanisms in which they abrogate gene expression differ. siRNAs are phosphorylated on their 5 0 end and subsequently assembled into RISC, where the guide strand is chosen by the cleavage of the passenger strand by the argonaute family member Ago2. The guide strand is then able to target its exact complementary mRNA sequence within the cell, allowing it to be cleaved by Ago2. 27 miRNAs utilize RISC in a slightly different manner: once processed by Dicer, the miRNA duplex is assembled into the silencing complex; the selection of either the 5 0 or 3 0 arm of the hairpin to be processed and loaded into the active positions of RISC largely determines miRNA function. The antisense strand in siRNAs acts as the guide strand to allow mRNA degradation, whereas miRNA duplexes are almost always asymmetric and thus do not have an 'antisense' stretch of nucleotides. Thus, the selection of the guide strand within miRNAs does not recapitulate that of siRNAs because of the inherent base pair mismatches within the molecule. Although the mechanism for this selection is not yet well understood, it is thought that once a strand is selected and loaded into RISC, the other strand is destroyed. The remaining RNA then guides RISC to the 3 0 untranslated regions (UTRs) of various mRNA transcripts, leading to the repression of protein expression. As ribosomes on repressed mRNA dissociate more rapidly than those on control transcripts, it has been postulated that the inhibition of gene expression is due to ribosomal drop off during translation. 28 Although the mechanism of RNAi is widely conserved, the advancement of this method from lower organisms to mammalian cells had to overcome a major obstacle. In both Drosophila and C. elegans, dsRNA is cleaved by Dicer, resulting in siRNAs that act as a template for degradation of the corresponding mRNA sequence within the cell. When long strands of dsRNA were delivered to mammalian cells, however, the reduction in gene expression seen in model organisms could not be reproduced. It was soon realized that as the long dsRNA molecules entered mammalian cells, they triggered the interferon response, a mechanism thought to be the immune system's defense against viruses that carry their genomes on such dsRNA. 29 Tuschl and co-workers 15 demonstrated that the direct delivery of 21-bp dsRNA molecules mimicking the cleavage products of Dicer could avoid this response and mediate gene-specific knockdown, enabling the application of RNAi in mammalian cells and, in doing so, provided an easily exploitable tool for biochemical and cellular analysis.
Designing Potent siRNAs
Whether using an siRNA-, shRNA-, or miRNA-based approach to modulate RNAi, optimization of the target sequence is paramount in ensuring the strongest knockdown obtainable, simultaneously limiting the potential promiscuous activity that leads to nonspecific off-target effects. Designing potent siRNAs requires a set of rules that can be applied to efficient and specific siRNA design. A basic familiarity with these rules can simplify the efforts of researchers trying to design or optimize siRNA sequences to knockdown any number of targets. The first consideration while designing an siRNA sequence should be the nature of the target sequence. Sequences should be chosen to incorporate or exclude splice variants and various isoforms as the assay dictates. Care should be taken to choose sequences within the coding regions of the target sequence, and not in any sections of its intronic genomic sequences, as gene silencing is an exclusively cytoplasmic process. 30 Sequences corresponding to the 3 0 UTR of mRNA have been demonstrated to have potent activity within certain cell types and can also be an option if targeting highly conserved proteins such as two homologous isoforms, as the 3 0 UTR is likely to have less conservation than the coding sequence in these instances.
The most straightforward approach to determine the efficacy of knocking down is to directly test a handful of siRNAs in the cell type of interest or to determine through quantitative PCR or western blotting which molecules give the strongest knockdown. However, this is not practical in a highthroughput format in which thousands of siRNAs will be probed. Thus, the ability to predict the efficacy of the siRNA before actually testing the molecule proves to be an important, if not crucial, tool for high-throughput experiments. In light of this, many groups have devised algorithms to predict both the efficacy and the specificity of RNAi sequences. [31] [32] [33] Properties such as thermodynamic values, sequence asymmetry, and polymorphisms that contribute to RNA duplex stability are taken into account within these databases. 34 Artificial neural networks have been utilized to train algorithms based on the analysis of randomly selected siRNAs. 32 These programs siphon significant trends from large sets of RNA sequences, whose efficacies are known and validated. As shown in Figure 1 , certain base pair positions have a tendency to possess distinct nucleotides. In effective sequences, site 1 is preferentially an A or U, and many strands are enriched with these nucleotides along the first 6-7 bps of sequence. 34 This is presumed to be due to weak hydrogen bonding that allows RISC to easily unravel the double-stranded duplex and load the guide strand. Site 10 tends to be an A, which is thought to be the conserved RISC cleavage site. Other nucleotides have been overrepresented at distinct sites throughout potent sequences, including (7) ¼ U, (11) ¼ U, (19) ¼ C, and (21) ¼ G. Although the rational for these sequence preferences is unknown, these bp positions probably confer thermodynamic or stability advantages for effective loading and targeting of the complementary mRNA. Table 1 lists a selection of websites containing currently available algorithms that incorporate many of these sequence biases and that can be used for quick and efficient siRNA design.
Although the efficacy of various siRNA molecules has been associated with trends within its primary sequence, the physical and chemical properties of any given oligonucleotide also affect its potency within the cell. Statistical analysis of siRNA and miRNA molecules demonstrated a bias toward lower internal stabilities within the 5 0 end of the antisense strand. 35 As siRNA duplexes contain internal symmetry, these thermodynamic considerations play a large role in determining which siRNA strand is incorporated as the guide strand into RISC. Should the incorrect strand be consistently loaded as the template within RISC, gene silencing will fail to occur on account of the lack of complementarity found within the strands and the subsequent inability to target and form a helix with the target mRNA. It is crucial, therefore, to design siRNAs with the less stable duplex at the 5 0 end of the molecule, as this is the end preferentially loaded into RISC. Other various properties of siRNA have been brought to light and should also be taken into consideration when designing oligonucleotides. It has been postulated that an excessive G/C content within a sequence will render it fairly ineffective based solely on its thermodynamics, 36 and sequences rich in these base pairs should be avoided when possible. The various properties of standard oligonucleotide design should also be taken into account, such as the reduction of palindromes and repetitive sequences to alleviate potential hairpins and dimers, which could effectively block processing or loading of the siRNA at any step of the silencing process.
The efficacy of an siRNA sequence highly depends on where it hybridizes on its target, and, more importantly, where this sequence lies within the secondary structure of the mRNA targeted for degradation. Although the parameters outlined above can eliminate many of the sequence and thermodynamically unfavorable oligonucleotides, it has been difficult to elucidate a perfect algorithm on account of every mRNA having a unique secondary structure. Until such advanced algorithms are available, we recommend choosing three to four distinct sequences that span the length of the coding sequence of each gene, so as to increase the chances of targeting an mRNA sequence fragment that is easily accessible to the siRNA-loaded RISC. When screened in a high-throughput manner, this can be accomplished by using four distinct siRNA target sequences against a single gene into one well. Although proper controls and procedures must be carried out to appropriately interpret the data, this method will greatly cut back on materials and time while ensuring knockdown of most, if not all gene targets.
Reducing Off-target Effects Associated with Sequence Design
One of the largest concerns within the field of RNAi is that of unintended gene silencing caused by nonspecific mRNA targeting. Such promiscuous activity is usually referred to as 'off-target effects,' and although a very real concern, is not considered to be an unreasonable challenge to overcome. 37 In 2004, independent investigation of 360 published siRNA sequences found that almost 75% of these oligonucleotides had the potential to have off-target effects. 38 We concluded that the use of inappropriate programs such as basic local alignment and search tool (BLAST) to design effective oligos led to a potential abundance of unintended silencing. A precise homologous stretch of 6 or 7 bp is necessary for detection through BLAST, 38 eliminating the detection of very closely related sequences of 5-10 bp that could have one or two mismatches, allowing moderate but substantial hybridization to off-target sequences. The use of BLAST in designing siRNAs should be limited to searching for stretches of exact homology between sequences, which are only likely within isoforms of genes or between homologues of genes within different species. Although the use of this database can detect extremely obvious sequence similarities, a portion of applicable alignments will not be detected, rendering BLAST too insensitive to detect less readily foreseen nonspecific targets.
Recent findings have demonstrated that many sequenceassociated off-target effects, usually associated with RNAi, are caused not by homology to the coding sequences of other genes, but rather by short stretches of 6-7 bp within the 5 0 end of the guide strand. 39, 40 These so-called 'seed regions' perfectly align with regions in the 3 0 UTRs of other mRNA molecules. 41 Interestingly, seed regions were originally found within miRNAs. Several groups, therefore, have suggested that many siRNAs that impart off-target effects do so in a manner analogous to that of endogenous miRNAs within a cell. Indeed, analysis a thousand siRNA sequences known to nonspecifically degrade mRNA showed a bias for complementation to 3 0 UTR regions within positions 2-7 of their guide strands. 40 Such off-target effects were abrogated neither by decreasing the concentration of siRNA used nor by the time of transfection; these effects were seen in both siRNA-and shRNA-based systems within a variety of cell types. 39 This implicates that sequence-specific off-target effects can strongly overcome the safeguards usually followed by researchers, and that these sequences should be identified and eliminated from experiments.
Through analysis of the human transcriptome, it has been estimated that approximately 83% of the possible '21-mers' within the coding sequences of the genome are unique. 37 This percentage suggests that one out of every five 21 bp siRNA sequences shows some homology compared with one-mRNA transcript. This potential for off-target effects presents itself as a significant barrier to overcome. In light of this, researchers must take care to recapitulate phenotypes observed within an RNAi experiment through repetition (i.e., more than two potent siRNA sequences gives the same phenotype) or through rescue (i.e., the phenotype can be restored by the re-expression of the gene of interest).
Experimental Design: siRNA, shRNA, and miRNA
One of the most significant parameters within an RNAi experiment, whether targeting an individual gene or an entire genome, is the reagent used to carry out the knockdown. Although each agent is capable of mediating knockdown, the decision between the use of siRNA-, shRNA-, or miRNAbased gene targeting is extremely important. To make an informed decision on which experimental approach to employ, researchers must consider the length of the proposed experiment, the cell type to be used, and any time-related constraints within each individual assay. After these parameters have been taken into account, the best available reagent for the question at hand should present itself as a natural choice for experimental use.
As siRNAs have been the most extensively characterized tools of RNAi, we recommend their use in a highly transfectable cell type within a transient setting whenever an experiment will allow. Chemically synthesized siRNAs are readily available from a large number of vendors, and many of these corporations have databases of sequences that have been selected for potency or pre-validated knockdown. The use of oligonucleotides eliminates the need for the timeconsuming process of cloning the sequence into a plasmid. Although the delivery of the reagent must be highly optimized and the experiment carried out in a short amount of time, the advantages in utilizing such a system outweigh the potential setbacks, especially in a large screen-based setting.
The delivery method chosen for the RNAi agent in any particular experiment will heavily depend on the cell type being used and the nature of the assay. Groups have had success with lipid-based transfections, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] electroporation, 47 and viral transduction [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] of both siRNA and shRNAs. We believe that most non-primary and non-neuronal cell types can attain effective uptake of siRNA with a lipid-based or an electroporation-based approach. Lipid-based transfection reagents are the most used means of delivery and have had high success rates, although extensive optimization is needed for each individual cell line. A wide array of lipids designed specifically for the transfection of siRNAs into mammalian cells is now commercially available, and, from our experience, most transformed cell types are amenable to at least one of the lipids with high (480%) efficiency (NW and JM, unpublished data).
When choosing a reagent for a lipid-based approach, the lipid must be able to efficiently knock down gene expression at relatively dilute concentrations to avoid lipid-mediated toxicity. Furthermore, the delivery of the siRNA must be achieved in a relatively short time, again to avoid toxicity due to the presence of the lipid. We have found that most cell types are transfectable with 1-4 ml of lipid per milliliter of total transfection volume for less than 4 h with one of the commercial lipids, although results vary greatly among cell types and lipids. We highly recommend titrating a handful of lipids at various time points and concentrations to optimize conditions for each cell type being used.
In addition to the temporal advantages associated with the use of siRNAs, the method itself has been very well characterized, which allows for efficient and optimal experimental design and follow-up. The specific amount of siRNA delivered to the cell is much easier to control than from a plasmid-or viral-based system. Assuming a uniform transfection efficiency, siRNAs can often be titrated down into the low nanomolar range and still allow substantial knockdown of the gene of interest, an especially important consideration so as to limit potential off-target effects. Determining the lowest effective dose of siRNA that gives a substantial phenotype minimizes the potential off-target effects caused by an overabundance of oligonucleotide present.
For experiments requiring the use of cultured cells that are especially difficult to transfect, viral plasmids containing shRNA motifs have been engineered with sequences spanning almost the entire genome. Retroviral-, 48, 49, 51, 52 adenoviral-, 53, 54 and lentiviral-based 50,55 systems have been utilized by numerous groups with a high success rate. As lentiand adenovirus are capable of infecting both dividing and nondividing cells, transduction of shRNA via these viruses may be the only feasible way to achieve knockdown in extremely slow-growing and nondividing cell types.
Viral plasmids allow the generation of a stable knockdown, as their shRNA-containing genomes integrate into the host cell and thus replicate with each division of the cell. This is an important distinguishing characteristic of a viral-based approach, and is necessary for experiments that require longer than the 5-7 days window of knockdown that the transient siRNAs provide. Researchers must pay particular attention to validating experiments and eliminating the possibilities of off-target effects, which can afflict viral-based systems on account of the relative difficulty in determining how much virus is necessary for sufficient knockdown. The determination of the lowest effective dose using a viral shRNA transduction has yet to be perfected, deeming this method much riskier in terms of potential nonspecific phenotypes. The titration of viral-based shRNAs is much more difficult than that of a single population of oligonucleotides, as it has never precisely been established how many viral integration events are necessary for sufficient knockdown of a target gene. Until a greater understanding of the mechanics of virally transduced knockdown is achieved, researchers should determine the multiplicity of infection of each viral titer so as to normalize the amount of each virus to which cells are exposed. Although this cannot assuredly eliminate all off-target effects, it can get rid of the potential over-infection of any particular viral construct.
It is worth noting that certain groups have attempted to clone shRNA sequences into a plasmid that does not use the viral machinery for entry into cells. Although the plasmid DNA does represent a renewable resource that could be more costeffective in the long run, the nonviral plasmid will be much more difficult to optimize for transfection and expression. Many cell types that are highly amenable to transfection with siRNAs are extremely difficult to transfect with plasmid-based DNA. For instance, we routinely see transfection efficiencies over 95% with alexaflour-conjugated siRNAs in U2OS osteosarcoma cells, whereas the transfection of a plasmid containing enhanced green fluorescent protein will yield only a quarter of the population fluorescent (NW and JM, unpublished data). In addition to transfectability issues, cloning siRNA sequences into vectors can be challenging, as a single base pair mismatch can render the sequence ineffective. Thus, unless using the viral-based transduction of shRNA plasmids, there is no observable advantage in cloning a sequence capable of modulating RNAi into a plasmid.
Although siRNA-and shRNA-mediated gene knockdown has been the most thoroughly characterized, groups have set out to optimize the sequences with miRNA-like properties, which has been shown to increase their potency and/or specificity. Using miRNA precursors as the backbone for the delivery of hairpins, 'shRNA-mirs' contain unique hairpin loops of complementary sense and antisense strands, just as shRNA molecules do. However, these hairpins are flanked by the stem sequences found within miRNAs, providing extensive secondary structure beyond the early-designed shRNA molecules.
shRNA-mirs have been shown to efficiently and specifically target and inhibit gene expression in both transient 56 and stable 57 settings. In both of these settings, shRNA-mirs produce a more potent gene silencing effect than traditionally designed shRNAs. 58, 59 Notably, when shRNA-mir cassettes integrate into the genome as a low-number or even single copy, effective gene silencing is still detected. 57 This efficiency is especially important for lowering the potential for off-target effects and mediating sufficient knockdown to observe phenotypes. As these vectors are available in viral vectors, shRNA-mirs could provide an excellent option for those who require either a long-term knockdown or delivery into a difficult to transfect cell type. As libraries have become available spanning the both the human and mouse genomes, 59 we suggest one to consider the use of shRNA-mirs in addition to the traditionally designed shRNAs on account of their differences in efficiency and specificity. It is worth noting, however, that shRNA-mirs, like their shRNA-based precursors, failed to show effective knockdown for some genes probed within the context of a Pol II-driven viral-based vector. 57 It is plausible that the constructs that failed to effectively silence gene expression were tied up within the long sequence of events necessary for virally mediated shRNA knockdown as mentioned above. Therefore, whenever possible, we recommend utilizing siRNA-based transient transfections whenever an experimental setting will allow.
Choosing a Library for RNAi-based Screens
The identification of the subset of genes to be examined is an important factor in the implementation of a successful screen. Although many genome-wide screens have been carried out in both C. elegans and Drosophila, 60 this is made possible by the experimental parameters associated with these screens, such as the ease of delivery and administration of large strands of dsRNA. No group has yet published a screen spanning every single mammalian gene, presumably on account of the need for multiple RNA constructs per gene and all possible splice isoforms of each human gene. Thus, most groups have settled on a particular subset of genes that contains the most relevant target genes for their specific hypothesis.
Currently available libraries usually self-organize into subsets of gene families based on gene ontology. These categories span a wide variety of genes implicated in numerous processes including kinases, 44, 45 phosphatases, 44, 45, 50 tumor suppressors, 50 DNA-modifying enzymes, 50 cell cycle components, 48 a variety of signaling molecules, 48 and miscellaneous molecules implicated in important cellular processes such as biosynthesis, proteolysis, and metabolism. 48 Within the past few years, most of these libraries have become available commercially, with companies often allowing a hand-picked selection of various genes of interest as well as offering large pre-organized gene clusters. The number and nature of the genes selected will reflect the individual goals of each screen and should be chosen with the intention to maximize potential results while minimizing irrelevant targets. One must remember, however, to factor in multiple sequences targeting a single gene, as replication of the phenotype with multiple siRNAs is one of the most crucial factors in experimental success.
Of course, when limiting gene families within any RNAi screen, researchers dismiss some level of potential novelty to their findings. When searching to find novel targets within a biochemical pathway or cellular process, we highly recommend keeping the range of siRNA sequences broad and experimentally manageable. However, when looking to answer questions within the context of a specific molecular mechanism, the paring down of a RNAi library to only specifically relevant genes is both practical and efficient. For instance, if a researcher wanted to identify a novel regulator of a RhoGTPase, probing a hand-picked set of human GTPaseactivating proteins and guanine nucleotide exchange factors expressed within the relevant cell type would minimize the cost and effort put into a large experiment, yet still retains enough information to make the screen highly pertinent. Customized library design must be painstakingly thorough, preferably beyond the scope of a bioinformatics search, to guarantee a comprehensive gene list. Pre-validated as well as algorithmically derived sequences can be found for siRNAs, shRNAs, and shRNA-mirs, which span the majority of the human genome.
Recent efforts have been made to enzymatically prepare RNAi libraries from cDNA templates. 61, 62 Endoribonucleaseprepared siRNAs (esiRNAs) are prepared from digestion of long dsRNA molecules by RNase III or recombinant Dicer, resulting in a pool of small RNAs capable of modulating the RNAi phenotype. Utilizing esiRNAs recapitulates the ability of researchers studying model organisms to administer a long dsRNA transcript that correlates with an entire gene of interest to modulate the potent and specific knockdown seen in both C. elegans and Drosophila. It has been suggested that the use of esiRNAs dramatically reduces the off-target effects seen with many siRNA sequences; one report demonstrates a 13-fold reduction in unintended gene silencing. 63 As the software to predict effective esiRNA pools as well as many primer pairs generated by this software become publicly available, this could present an affordable method for acquiring RNAimodulating sequences. It is worth noting, however, that utilizing a pool of various transcripts still presents the potential for off-target effects and that any given esiRNA will contain a handful of sequences that could modulate off-target effects. Once again, this stresses the importance of validation of all RNAi work through repetition and rescue.
Determining Hits, Follow-up, and Validation
After the selection of the specific techniques to be employed and a subset of genes have been chosen to screen, one must determine how to quantify potential hits associated with the phenotype of interest. The design of a reporter assay or molecular sensor to distinguish positive results can prove to be the most challenging of the steps in a successful RNAi screen; the method must be highly reproducible while giving the smallest amount of assay noise so as to minimize standard error and allow even minor hits to be revealed with a decent amount of sensitivity. The actual techniques chosen for this screen will depend largely on the question being probed; however, many considerations must be taken for all screens in order for them to be successful.
The most straightforward screens carried out thus far have utilized well-established experimental methods whose relative ease has allowed the rapid identification of a manageable number of hits from a large pool of genes. The plausibility of such methods will vary from screen to screen, but a number of groups that have explored large cellular processes have exploited experimental methods that are easily translated into a large-scale setting, such as fluorescence-based cell-cycle analysis, DNA-fragmentation ELISAs for apoptosis, and soft agar assays for transformation. Such experiments fall into a broad list of generalizations needed for successful assays. First, the output must be robust so as to diminish background and assay noise. Second, the output must be reproducible to identify potential hits accurately. Third, the assay must be sensitive enough to detect genuine changes in the phenotype caused by RNAi without being masked by assay noise. And finally, the experimentation must be relatively inexpensive and easily expandable to a large number of samples so as to be amenable to a large-scale screen. Table 2 illustrates a large number of previously examined phenotypes and a handful of cell-based assays chosen to quantify changes associated with RNAi knockdown, as well as some ideas for assays that have not yet been used experimentally. All of these screening methods can be tailored to explore a large number of well-characterized processes in different cell types. Although these easily exploitable experimental methods have allowed a relatively straight-forward way to screen RNAi libraries, there exist phenotypes that require a more specialized and innovative method for detection. Certain groups have overcome this challenge by creating specialized assays to probe a specific phenotype and whose ideas can be used as a springboard for a countless number of potential screening assays that have yet to be imagined. The most promising methods thus far have been based on fluorescence, which has application in antibodybased detections, GFP-based reporter assays, and fluorescence-assisted cell sorting (FACS) techniques. In addition to the potential for high-throughput applications in FACS, which can quickly process hundreds of thousands of cells, automated fluorescence microscopy has shown great promise for the quantitation of both static and dynamic processes. Individual phenotypes can be fixed and numerically measured through software optimized to detect differences in fluorescence, or time-lapse microscopy can monitor the process as it occurs, demonstrating the activity of the process and thus allowing the observation of time as an additional parameter to be analyzed. As the construction of GFP-based reporter genes is very economical, many groups have turned to this methodology as a reliable and reproducible determination of RNAi-mediated phenotypes.
A large-scale RNAi screen will deliver a certain number of positive hits, but the nature and quality of these hits will largely depend on the cut-off stringency and statistical relevance. The numerical determination of the cut-off value has proven to be one of the more controversial aspects of screening, but it is usually accepted that a hit will fall more than three standard deviations above or below the mean value of the assay reporting the phenotype. In addition to the quantification of the primary assay, most groups employ secondary and even tertiary screens to validate the hits from the primary assay. Follow-up cell-based assays must be used as a method of validation and confirmation of knockdown, and the associated phenotype must be completed for a subset of genes pulled out in the screen. Berns et al., 48 Bjorklund et al., 69 Kolfschoten et al., 49 Moffat et al., 50 Kittler et al. Kolfschoten et al., 49 Westbrook et al.
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When screening for novel modulators of a particular process, such as apoptosis, it is almost always necessary to validate the cell death assay by demonstrating that wellknown components of the process behave as expected. For instance, when looking for novel negative modulators of the PI3K/AKT pathway, a crucial step in the validation of the assay would be the demonstration that PTEN behaves in the same manner as your expected RNAi hits. This should be carried out with a handful of established genes. It is worth noting, however, that although positive hits will, with enough stringency, provide a rather convincing set of data, the same cannot be said for the interpretation of negative results. There are many points within the experiment that expected results could be skewed, from mechanical error due to transfection or screening methods to insufficient knockdown to mediate the expected phenotype. All of these potential errors must be considered when interpreting negative results, and, unless each siRNA is followed up individually, each hit must sit as an unknown rather than a conclusive negative.
Overall, two methods should be utilized to follow up any hits within a RNAi screen so as to validate that the phenotype of interest is a product of specific gene knockdown and not simply an off-target effect. The first of these is the demonstration of the phenotype with multiple siRNA sequences to the target of interest. The demonstration that two, or preferably three, unique sequences that modulate sufficient knockdown in the cell type of interest give the same phenotype is almost indisputable evidence that the knockdown and phenotype correlate strongly. There is very little chance of off-target effects taking on the same phenotype in multiple samples, so this can be a very good way to follow up observations seen originally with one siRNA sequence.
The other unequivocal validation method is that of rescue. There are two main strategies for the rescue of a knockdown phenotype, the first of which involves siRNAs that are targeted to the 3 0 UTR of the gene of interest. The 3 0 UTR siRNA will only affect the endogenous expression of the gene of interest, allowing an ectopic plasmid to be translated without degradation, thus allowing a phenotype to be reversed. The challenge with this approach is finding siRNAs targeted to the 3 0 UTR that modulate sufficient knockdown. We have observed that most of these siRNAs give only a partial knockdown, averaging between 30 and 60% (NW and JM, unpublished data). Thus, if a 3 0 UTR cannot give a sufficient knockdown to recapitulate the phenotype of interest, researchers can make a silently mutated version of their gene for ectopic expression within cells. We have found that the mutation of five base pairs along the stretch of the 21-mer to which the siRNA corresponds is sufficient to allow expression of a plasmid containing a gene of interest in up to 100 nM of siRNA. The base pairs chosen to mutate were those at wobble positions of the codons within the sequence, and should, if possible, correlate with the conserved residues known to be important for silencing (as shown in Figure 1) , as much as possible.
The validation of hits within a screen requires the demonstration that the phenotypes observed were neither false-positives, false-negatives, or off-target effects. Through validation by either repetition or rescue, researchers are able to show that the hits they observe are truly caused only by the knockdown of the specific gene of interest. As RNAi-based screens are a large investment both monetarily and temporally, solid follow-up of the hits found stands as a crucial step in the success of any genome-wide assay.
RNAi Screening and Human Disease
Many groups have exploited high-throughput RNAi to focus on issues regarding human disease, such as cancer. The strategies employed to carry out these screens, as well as the fundamental questions addressed, vary widely from study to study, as well as between organisms, yet many of the experiments already carried out have implicated genes in novel molecular pathways and cell death processes. These identifications have greatly increased our knowledge of the fundamental workings in the cell, which can be applied to better understanding and treating diseases with dysregulated cell death.
The advent of genome-wide RNAi screens in model organisms coincided almost simultaneously with the completion of the sequencing of their respective genomes (Figure 2 ). With the capability for simple design and delivery of siRNAs, large-scale screens were completed well before those in mammalian cell lines. Although the experimental techniques inherently differ from those used with the mammalian cell, the Figure 2 Milestones in RNAi (from sequence to function). Major events in the development, implementation, and use of RNAi. Colored boxes correspond to the major RNAi developments in model organisms (C. elegans, red; Drosophila, green) and mammalian (human, blue; mouse, gray) cells data sets generated from these organisms still shed light on fairly complex processes in evolutionarily conserved pathways in a surprising amount of detail. As well as identifying potential homologues, the screens provide a basis for the fundamentals of screen-based assays, and many of the techniques can be translated into useful methods in higher organisms.
The first large-scale screens in model organisms characterized the phenotypic knockdown of genes within an entire C. elegans chromosome, chromosome III 64 and chromosome I. 65 Less than three years later, a truly genome-wide loss-offunction screen had been carried out in which about 1800 mutant phenotypes were characterized, two-thirds of which were novel. 60 These screens sought to identify interesting open reading frames within the nematode genome and place them into a cellular process with which they had not been previously associated. A small percentage of the genes identified in these screens have homologues in humans that have been implicated in human disease, demonstrating the power of such a method in identifying potentially conserved homologues involved in the etiology of disease. Homologues to both APC and TSC1 were identified as growth-defective mutant phenotypes in the nematode, and importantly, both genes are characterized as tumor suppressors in mammals. 66, 67 This identification shows the exciting potential of RNAi screening in lower organisms.
While many RNAi screens have used model organisms to distinguish novel gene products and place them in the context of a broad cellular process, many groups have exploited the simplicity of model organisms to illuminate previously unidentified regulators of well-characterized cellular pathways and processes. Proteins implicated in the regulation of the DNA damage response, 68 cell-cycle progression, 69 and migration 70 have been discovered, as well as novel constituents of the Hedgehog 71 and Wnt 17 pathways. Such identifications will surely be explored within the context of mammalian signaling, and could provide the identification of a homologue in a context that has not yet been discovered or fully appreciated.
While model organisms can be useful for the identification of genes associated with human disease, the complexities associated with genetic aberrancies found in mammals often cannot be recapitulated through the simplicity of a lower organism. In these instances, only screens in selected cell types can provide a greater insight to the intricacies of mammalian cell biology. The first screen carried out in a mammalian cell probed a library of siRNAs against selected targets in the human genome to identify regulators of TRAILinduced apoptosis. 42 Within two years, RNAi based screens had identified multiple tumor suppressors, 49, 52 as well as kinases and phosphatases implicated in cell survival and chemoresistance. 44 These studies show the vast potential granted by large-scale RNAi screens in target identification and develop of new therapeutic targets. Importantly, the identification of genes implicated in apoptosis, cell survival, and tumor suppression allows us to understand the molecular pathways in which they act. Not to be overlooked, the identification of genes implicated in chemoresistance provides the opportunity to understand the therapeutic hurdle and design novel methods to overcome such difficulties.
Conclusions
Although most screens carried out thus far have focused on the etiology of cancer, the door for increased understanding of other diseases has been opened wide. RNAi-based screens have already identified novel targets for a handful of diseases, including Alzheimer's, 72 metabolic syndrome, 73 and, most notably, cancer. 74 This information will allow researchers to better understand the molecular basis of these diseases, which, in time, will help to identify new and improved therapeutic targets. As the regulation of cell death processes is crucial in many elements of human disease, we believe that RNAi has the potential to address questions associated with these processes in a high-throughput fashion. Although RNAi screens have been useful in identifying proteins that could be implicated in certain facets of cell death, a handful of tumor suppressors for instance, the field has not yet utilized this technology to its full capacity in the context of studying cell death processes. Very little is known about many proteins which play a role in caspase-independent cell death and even the fairly well characterized process of apoptosis. Although certain global approaches have been used to study these processes, the study of cell death processes on a large scale has lagged. siRNA-based screens allow researchers to address questions in a global context, and, in doing so, can elucidate much more about the function of a specific gene than in a more focused manner. We believe that RNAi has the potential to address almost any question within the field of apoptosis, with results that will be able to steer researchers in new and exciting directions. Hopefully, within a few years, many will have used this powerful new technique to unlock the secrets still hidden in the processes of cell death and use this knowledge to better understand and treat human disease.
